
 
 

GreenYellow brings its expertise to reduce the energy bill of local economic actors thanks to the know-

how of its 550 employees who operate from France, Latin America, South-East Asia, the Indian Ocean 

Zone (more than 50 employees ) and Africa. 

Since its creation, GreenYellow has been applying the philosophy that has made it successful: to be a 

solid local partner over the long term, making the energy transition a creation of shared value. With a 

complete panel of solutions in Photovoltaic Solar, a historical business, in Energy Efficiency, in Energy 

Services and in Innovations, GreenYellow supports its clients on all of their needs, optimization of fossil 

energy consumption, reduction of electricity “carbon footprint”, Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), 

etc. 

 

Job description: 

GreenYellow is looking for a Development intern (based in Reunion island) who will have the following 

missions: 

- Assisting Developers in the monitoring and management of secured projects, internally and 

externally (design office, public service, etc.); 

- Supporting Account Managers, to build customer offers, with the various GreenYellow services 

and externally (internal and external design office, works and logistics services, etc.); 

- Responding to calls for tenders in collaboration with the Development and Design Office teams 

(coordinate stakeholders, lead meetings, ensuring the advancement of the teams); 

- Participating in client meetings with Account Managers to understand the client needs and 

provide to technical, legal or regulatory support ; 

- Participating in the development of the commercial strategy, its implementation and animation; 

- Assisting the Sales Representatives in their daily work (development of commercial presentations, 

preparation of technical documents for the submission of offers) ; 

- Participating in improvement processes (tools and guides) ; 

- Interaction with the Corporate teams of GreenYellow (Paris). 

 

Full time internship opportunity. 

 

Profile: 

- A Master Degree, ideally in the energy sector or a General/Electrical Engineering training ; 

- Technical knowledge in the energy sector (photovoltaic or energy efficiency) would be an 

advantage ; 

- Ease of communication with customers ; 

- Ability to work on several projects at the same time ; 

- Knowledge in using the software AutoCad or any design software would be an advantage. 

 

Contact details: 

If you want to experience the adventure of the development of renewable energies with the strength 

and know-how of a group, please send us your CV and cover letter by email to: 

recruitment@greenyellow.fr 


